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President’s Notes
1a,’ /1//t/t2Z
Welcome to the spring edition of
Learning Languages. As your new
president, I thought I’d take this op
portunity to introduce myself
I’ve spent a 28 years as an educator
in northern Virginia where I taught
German before becoming an
administrator. As foreign language
coordinator for Fairfax County
Public Schools (FCPS), the twelfth
largest school system in the US.,
I oversee the world languages
Kindergarten
from
program
through grade twelve. FCPS offers
language instruction in eleven
languages that includes two-way
immersion programs, an extensive
partial-immersion
elementary
program, FLES programs, and
numerous middle and high school
programs, including Advanced
Placement (AP) and International
Baccalaureate (IB) courses. I am
proud to report that the FCPS
School Board recently adopted the
goal of having all students graduate
with communicative competence in
one or more lanauages in addition
to English. To help achieve this
lofty goal, they have approved
phasing in foreign language in all
our elementary schools.

pete in today’s society, but I am also
aware of the work that is needed to
educate others across the country to
share this vision.
As your president, I promise to
continue NNELL’s mission to edu
cate parents and decision-makers
about the importance and benefit
of early language learning. Ameri
can schools have traditionally fo
cused on beginning world languag
es when students are adolescents, a
time when they are the busiest and
the most self-conscious. It contin
ues to baffle me that many people
think that learning a second lan
guage is so difficult that the sole ra
tionale for taking another language
is for admission into university. The
focus must switch to the impor
tance of communication, not only
to converse with those abroad, but
also here at home in our increasing
ly diverse society.
Every language educator has
the responsibility to convince our
monolingual peers that learning a
language is not difficult if instruc
tion starts in the early grades. El
ementary students are fearless and
hungry to use language to com
municate with their classmates
and peers. They look at learning
another language as a very natura’
part of their elementary experience.
I’ve seen young children tell re
porters that the non-Roman script
language they are learning is “not
hard” and they should “try it.” Most
adults who observe a language les
son, leave the classroom amazed
that the students make learning a
world language look so easy. They
cannot believe the students “under
stand what the teacher is saying” af
ter only a few months of instruction.
These plurilingual students are our
future and it is our dream that one
day the U.S. will not have to depend
on other countries to educate their
young people to learn English.

As do all of you, I believe that
effective communication is an im
portant twenty-first century skill
that students need in order to be
successful members of today’s
global society. Students must begin
language learning early and have
the opportunity to continue a sus
tained, well-articulated program
through high school to develop
a higher level of language perfor
mance and near native pronuncia
tion. To prepare students to become
competitive in the global economy
and to better understand perspec
tives of diverse societies around the
world, it is imperative that students
are able to communicate in more
As you know, one benefit of early
than one language. I am fortunate
learning is that students
language
to have a School Board with vision
appreciation of diverse
richer
a
gain
and a Division Superintendent who
customs. Students
and
cultures
understands what it takes to corn2 I.earninc’ linrnnwes
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N NELL President

compare and contrast the target
countries with their own country.
Heritage language learners in a
world language class are able to re
fine their ability to produce their
family’s language anEl learn more
about its culture. These students
bring so much to the classroom that
benefits the native English speakers.
When classes have students who
have learned the target language as
their first language mixed with stu
dents learning the target language
as a second language, it can be chal
lenging for the teacher to meet the
needs of all students. Additionally,
heritage students often come to
class with a wide range of abilities
and teachers look for ways to teach
literacy skilis in their first language
while at the same time expand and
refine students’ extensive vocabu
lary base.
This edition of Learning Languag
es explores the topic of heritage lan
guage learners and I am confident
that you will find a wealth of infor
mation that will help in your quest
to increase language performance
and build the rigor that in turn keeps
students challenged and engaged in
every activity. This pertains to stu
dents who are in a class designed for
heritage speakers or in a class with
students learning the target lan
guage as a second language. Enjo
the rest of the school year and than
you for being a NNELL member!

Patd PaCt
NNELL President

Christi Moraga
How can you encourage children to root for their roots in an
elementary school, where the program is not Immersion? Here
are three ideas that you can use and adapt to your situation. W’est
Woods Upper Elementary School in Farmington, Connecticut
offers a standards based World Language program in the 5th and
6th grades. The children take three days of either French or Span
ish for 40 minutes and go to physical education the other two
days. The program covers a lot of material and there is little time
to do heritage or multicultural teaching within the formal pro
gram. However, the four teachers at West Woods have been able
to encourage the students to respect their heritage languages and
cultures through extra-curricular activities. ‘The major heritages
of the Farmington population are Irish, Italian, Polish, French Ca
nadian, German, English and in the last few years, a sprinlding of
Asian and Latin American backgrounds.

Idea Number One: “Heritage Bulletin Board”
The World Language Department has a parent liaison who
not only created this idea, but has taken charge! Several times a
year, the entire student body is invited to create a large index card
with a phrase written in the heritage language. Students deco
rate the card and can add pictures of cultural traditions if they
want. The announcement goes out through the homeroom and
the cards come back in to the language teachers, who can reward
the students according to their individual incentive plan. Then,
the parent liaison, sometimes with the help of students, put up an
interesting bulletin board that is a great hit with students and par
ents. Phrases chosen so far have been: “Friends” and “Happy New
Year!” (See two examples in Polish and Korean online).

Idea Number Two: “Taste of Languages Club”
This after school club draws a lot of children who do have a
strong ethnic background, adopted children and students who
are open to learning about people and places that are different
from themselves. Some people sign tip because they like to eat the
ethnic goodies! The first meeting each trimester, the club advisor
shows a Power Point of some of the activities club members have
done in the past and lets them decide what they would like to
do, so that they take ownership. Each child tentatively signs up
for a date to bring in some ethnic snacks and prepare a short pre
sentation on their heritage language and/or culture. ‘The snacks
have varied from Austrian Sachertorte to Japanese sushi. The club
members usually spend time working on the culture-langLiage
boxes. This idea came from the Eisenhower International School
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, that won the ACTFL Melba X’hodruff
Award in 2005 For Exemplary Elementary Foreign Language. The
students decorate the outside o the boxes with flags or pictures
from the countries that speak the language (such as Germany,
Austria and Switzerland for the German box) and then contrib

t heritage
nrc items such as recipes, food wrappers in eJ
language, coins, brochures, dolls etc. Later, when the fifth grad
ers do their Immigration projects for social studies, they can bor
row items from box, similar to a lending’library. The club has also
prepared displays (such as picture books in different scripts) and
bulletin boards (such as a language tree) for the school. Finally,
parents sometimes offer to do a presentation of their heritage lan
guage and cultures, introduced by their own child.

Idea Number Three: The CT COLT Rhyme Cel
ebration
This is a statewide event bringing together hundreds of stu
dents that has been successful for eighteen years. This year’s theme
is:”Long Live the Animal Kingdom!” offering avenue for rhymes,
songs and tongue twisters about animals. Teachers may prepare
students in the language of their school’s program and also en
courage heritage learners to do solos, duets or group renditions.
A program booldet with the rhyme in the script of each language
is given to all of the participants. They also receive a certificate in
the language of recitation. ‘This presentational speaking in front of
an audience is also great for advocacy of early language learning.
Yoti can go to www.ctcolt.org for more information and to see
photos of children reciting or singing in their heritage languages,
or check YouTube by typing in “Rhyme Celebration 08.” Alter
natively, you can either prepare your own Rhyme Celebration or
take students to other events outside ofschool that showcase heri
tage languages.
Whether swdents of a single heritage grotip are reciting
a rhyme as they participate in the grand CT COLT Rhyme Cel
ebration or they are working with their parents to create culturelanguage boxes for the cross disciplinary study of immigration or
even when they gather the necessary phrases to decorate a heri
tage bulletin board, students and families find many avenues for
exploring and celebrating their heritage in the Farmingron, Cl
schools. The exciting news is that everyone, students, faculty and
families, all benefit and they share with one another the linguistic
and cultural richness of their heritage.
‘Ihe 2006 N,ortheast Region Teacher of the Year, Christi teach
es in the 1-arm ingron, CT schools. She is active in the Connecti
cut Foreign language associatior
(CT COLT) that sponsors thq
CT Rhyme Celebration that she
created. Concordia l.anguag
Villages has recently named F
dean of Lac clu Bois French La
guage Village and El Lago c.
Bosque Spanish Language Vil
lage for the coming summer.
-.
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Heritage Learners
I

John B. Webb, Ed.D, Princeton University

In the mid-nineties, as the national textbooks and where there were many “native language” courses
K-12 Student Standards for Foreign for which heritage language learners could enroll and thus avoid
Language Learning were taking the confusion that so often exists in foreign language classes where
shape, the members of the Standards heritage and foreign language learners are mixed together. The
task force constantly wrestled with latter was, and apparently remains, the case in the majority ofK- 12
the issue of heritage language learners schools. ‘The task force had to acknowledge that foreign language
and how to capture the unique nature teachers, even those steeped in the communicative instructional
of their learning experiences and their paradigm, lacked the experience and training that enabled them
proficiency development within the to provide reliably effective instruction for heritage language
scope of the 5 C’s: communication, learners. As a result, the task force chose to sidestep the heritage
culture, connections, comparisons, language issue, and rather than develop heritage language specific
provided
and communities. As we crafted the performance indicators for performance indicators for each of the standards,
the
kinds of
to
them
alert
that
would
teachers
to
notes
each of the Cs, we were fully aware that those indicators were special
as to
guidance
some
and
encounter
might
they
that
valid essentially for foreign language learners. They did not complexities
that
d
recommende
force
task
the
Finally,
them.
approach
to
describe the performances that could/should be anticipated for how
as
so
learners
language
ofheritage
area
the
in
done
be
work
further
heritage language learners, because their linguistic and cultural
standards.
national
the
in
exist
that
would
lacunae
the
address
to
experiences are complexly different from those of students who
are learning a language for the first time.
Shortly after the national foreign language standards
released in 1996, the American Council on the
were
Under the communication standard, while the modes
of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) joined with
[‘caching
and modalities are obviously the same for both sets of
1the
of Education at Hunter College of the
School
learners, heritage language learners come with widely
of New York to begin to address the
University
City
varied proficiency levels and a widely varied set of
raised
by the national standards task force.
challenges
language varieties, depending on their connectedness to
the Fund for the Improvement of
from
grant
a
With
that language. The products, practices and perspectives
(FIPSE), they embarked upon
Education
y
Postsecondar
of the culture standard, while certainly valid for both
and identify effectivepractices
research
to
project
three-year
a
nature
groups of learners, are even more complex, given the
advance the effectiveness
could
that
teachers
language
foreign
for
cultures
their
of heritage language learners’ connectedness to
language learners
with
heritage
working
when
instruction
their
of
encounter
both in their countries of origin and in tlie actual
in ACTFLs
resulted
It
levels.
school
high
and
middle
the
at
States
United
between their cultures and the realities of life in the
Learners:
Language
Heritage
Teaching
book,
the
of
publication
the
has
standard
that they experience every day. The connection
of the
one
cited
in
that
is
work
a
Classroom,
the
from
Voices
and
together
come
most potential for the two sets of learners to
revealed
study
That
2OOO.
Miller,
and
(Webb
this
in
issue
articles
more
of
use
the
expand their knowledge of the world through
V
learnergies
than one language, but in contrast, the comparisons standard is a that effectiveness of programs for heritage language
“dispositions
conundrum that changes shape according to the heritage language essentially in the dispositions of the teachers,
one might
While
teachers.
for
standards
national
the
in
defined
proficiency
their
learners’ level of proficiency in English and
of
importance
supposed
given
the
amazing,
a
bit
finding
that
see
while
standard,
in their heritage language. The communities
quite
becomes
it
glance,
second
on
in
education,
methodology
both
for
possibilities
I)
oftring almost limitless
language
that
persons
a
know
teachers
language
After
all,
logical.
virtue
by
problematic
groups, is rendered
of the complexity of the issues associated and culture are deeply personal; they lie at the heart of w we
with communication and culture and are. So when we engage in the examination of our own culti
the way they play out both in school and and that of others, we react emotionally. Language teachers also
know that learners play our the emotional dimensions oflanguage F
in the larger society.
learning in the form (if risk-taki ig and that classroom atmosphere
‘[he work of the task force was further must be calibrated accordingly. ‘Therefore, teacher dispositions
impacted by the lack of systematically come front and center.
gathered quantitative data and qualitative
Our conversations with and observations of teachers, and our
observations on heritage language learners
at the K-12 level. Much more had been interviews with heritage language learners that were part of the
written about heritage language learners at ACTFL-Hunter study revealed unmistakably that respect for
the postsecondary level where there were special their languages, and the many varieties thereof, and for their
4 Learninc Lanuaes
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of Respect
cultures must be at the very core of all instruction.
Many heritage language learners themselves
exhibit a serious ambivalence toward their
languages and cultures, particularly within
the United States. (This is an age-old issue
with immigrant groups.) Others can be fiercely
proud, defensive, and protective of their languages and
cultures. Failure of any magnitude on the part of teachers to
show respect, therefore, threatens the potential of instructional
programs. Of particular importance is the need to avoid a deficit
perspective in which a program focuses on the weaknesses in
the heritage language learners’ knowledge of that language.
Instead, it is essential to honor the knowledge and proficiency
that the heritage language learners bring with them and to base
instruction on their strengths rather
than on their perceived weaknesses.
This orientation not only builds
self-respect in the heritage language
learners, but communicates a powerful
message about language and culture to
foreign language learners in the same
class or in the same school.

9

Respect is born and maintained
le about their learners. Teachers
are
knowledgeab
teachers
when
do not know the details oftheir
when
they
effectively
teach
cannot
more and more apparent
became
this
and
realities,
life
students’
Teachers must tirelessly
.
investigation
of
years
three
our
during
their students in the
about
gather
information
continually
and
areas oflinguistic proficiency, motivation, academic preparedness,
cultural conncctedness, emotional factors, and societal factors.
(The related guiding questions for each of these categories are
found in Teaching Heritage Language Learners: Voices from the
Classroom (Webb and Miller, 2000) This information enables
teachers to make their respect for the learners’ languages and
cultures informed and thereby authentic. According to the teachers
and their stLldents participating in the study, when knowledge
and respect are solidly rooted, methodologies naturally emerge.

meaningful and responsive
for
learning experiences
heritage language learners.
They were for me personally
catalyst for some serious reflectic

on this whole question with which
I, and others in the field, have been
so deeply involved for so many years.
The authors indicate that effective instruction
for heritage language learners is still elusive on the larger scale. If
this elusiveness is linked in any way to the national attitude and
policies toward immigrants, then it is alarming. What renders
it so troubling is that basic respect and knowledge are the heart
and soul of the enterprise, and one wonders then how capable, or
incapable, our schools and communities are of exemplifying those
qualities. I could nor help but note the extent to which programs
for heritage language learners seem to require an alternative school
setting, such as charter schools and, of course, the traditional
Saturday or weekend schools, in order to survive. Have we made
our approach to heritage language learning so exotic that it
cannot be accommodated in our existing public schools? Are we
fostering a condition of separate and equal, or unequal as the case
may be, and if so, what are the long-term implications of that?
They too can be alarming, because they suggest that the desired
ultimate outcome of that fifth standard, communities, is far from
being achieved.
The articles in this issue of Learning Languages are important,
because they provide information about successful heritage
language programs for K-12 learners. We need this kind of
information, because so much work remains to be done. At the
same time, they are important, because they raise flags of warning
about the place in our schools held by heritage languages and the
young people who speak them.

rences
Webb, John B., and Barbara L. Miller.

Teaching Heritage Language Learners:
Voices from the Classroom. ‘ônkers, NY:
ACTFL, 2000

While the ACT FL-Hunter College study clearly pointed to a
need for special approaches when workingwirh heritage languages
ilearners and a need to include specific kinds of preparation for
teachers, it in no way suggested that heritage and foreign language
instruction had to be separate. They can be accommodated in the
same class, in the same school, and given what we learned about
the fundamental essential attributes of teaching heritage language
learners, classes and entire schools can be enriched when teachers
the necessary knowledge and respect.

B. Webb, Id.D. is the director of the
in [iauher Preparation at Princeton
University and a member of National K— 12

John

Program

Student Standards Task Force

Readers will find this series of articles informative and often
refreshing. They offer vivid snapshots of efforts to provide
b
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Toshiko M. Calder, Princeton Community Japanese Language School

The Princeton Community Japanese
Language School (PCJLS) is a weekend
school established in 1980 by the group
ofJapanese scientists working at the Princ
eton University Plasma Physics Labora
tory. The purpose of the school was to give
supplementary Japanese language educa—
tion to the children in the neighboring
Japanese community, as well as to provide
opportunities for studying Japanese lan
guage and culture to local communities in
Central NewJersey.

Rationale for Establishing Our School

2004, for children whose primary
language is English but who use
some Japanese at home. The ma
jority of the students are from
Japanese families who have re
sided in the U.S. for a long time
and from families of mutlicultural
marriages. The students in the
Princeton course study Japanese
in grades 2-6 and 7-9 levels using
a bilingual education method. The
PCJLS high school program also
has two courses: one for students
who are planning to go to Japanese
colleges and one for students who
are planning to attend American colleges.
The heritage programs at all levels empha
size authentic materials and content-based
instruction. Teachers for the two divisions
are all hired locally and most are native
Japanese speakers. Some obtain a teach
ers’ license issued in Japan, while some
others have educational background as a
language teacher in the United States. All
the teachers participate in frequent pro
fessional development sessions in school
under the guidance of the director of each
division in PcJLS.

At its founding, the PCJLS had two
major programs: Division 1 is for the stu
dents who seek to go back to Japan after
their families’ stay in the U.S. This pro
gram provides a curriculum that conforms
to the C 1-12 guidelines of the Ministry
of Education in Japan. Division 2 started
as a Japanese as a Second Language Pro Our Heritage Students
gram (JASL) for children, adolescents and
The PCJLS offers a variety of course
adults who have offerings that meet the needs of students
little or no back with diverse language and cultural back
ground in Japa grounds. The goals of heritage Japanese
nese. The heri language students vary, ranging from ac
tage program or quiring basic language skills to a high com
the Princeton mand of the language. Most of the parents
Course was es want their children to be exposed to Japa
in nese language and culwre in the school
tablished
1

I

I
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community. Here at PCJLS teachers and
students speak Japanese all the time and
they celebrate seasonal festivals, sport
and theatrical events throughout the year.
Some of the students join the school in
kindergarten and stay in the school until
they graduate high school. From a small
enrollment in 1980, there are now 310
students enrolled in our school.

Our Elementary Program
Our younger heritage students enjoy
program
rich in culture and language.
a
Each weelc the elementary
class dedicates a half hour
for teaching Japanese tra
ditional songs and rhymes.
Among the songs that the
children learn are Hinamat
sun (Dolls’ festival) and Os
hoogatsu (New Years Day).
Storytelling is also impor
tant. Following a Japanese
tradition the teacher some
times performs Karnishibai
to narrate beloved follctales
such as Momotaro (Peach
Boy) and Kasajizoo (The Children’s Dei
ties and the Bamboo Hats). Teachers use
a set of colorfully drawn and painted cards
that slip into a wooden frame. Each card
in the series has a scene on the
front and the storyline for the
next card in the story on the
back. This way the teller can
show the card to his audience
while reading the story and stu
dents learn not only a folktale
but also the traditional way of
telling it.

A sweet story about a poor man
who puts bamboo hats on statues to pro1
I

tect them from the snow. The statues come
alive and bring him and his wife food and

money.
Graphics ©2009 Paris Granville

higher levels to meet the needs
of students with diverse cultural
backgrounds.
Unlike other heritage language
schools that tend to emphasize
traditional music, dancing and
celebrations, our curriculum is
parallel to that of the regular
public schools even in the heri
tage course, since our school is
In Kindergarten and first grade students
start to learn characters. They begin with
hiragana and then they learn some kataka
na. The teacher introduces
kanji to the first graders
and adding more charac
ters each year. Celebrations
are especially important in
the kindergarten and lower
elementary classes and chil
dren look forward to partic
ipating in Hinamatsuri (the
Dolls’ festival or Girls’ day)
in March and Kodorno no hi
(Children’s day or Boys’ day)
in May.

an aliate of the Japanese Ministry of
Education and receives their financial sup
port. ‘We are trying to keep up with rela
tively high academic goals even at the high
school ieve
. This integration of culture,
1
society and language provides an engaging
and stimulating program for the heritage
students who have enrolled in the school
and keeps children and their families com
ing back for more each year.

Throughout elementary
school, pupils participate
in hand-on projects combined with Japa
nese lessons in other subjects such as sci
ence and social
studies. In the
middle school
to high school
levels, students
more
learn
about the mod
ern Japanese
society and his
tory from news
journals
articles,
and novels. Corn
between
pan son
Japancsc and other
SOCICtICS, especially
that of the US is
emphasized in the

For further information about PJLS,
please visit http://www.pcjls.org/ejndex.
html

M. Caldcr chairs the Board oF
Trustees at PCJLS. Educated in both Ja
pan and the US, she is a long time resident
o Princeton, NJ. Toshiko has also taiiht
at Princeton University in the East Asian
Toshiko

Studies Department and at Mercer County
Community Collcge.
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Acadei i
Heritage Learners
Nihat Polat, Duquesne University & Rae Balog, Pennsylvania Leadership Charter School
Fostering academic achievement of children with limited English proficiency has become a central educational goal for many educa
tors. Current research indicates that many English language learners (ELLs) are struggling in content areas due to lack of proficiency
in academic language skills (Crawford, 2004; Cummins, 1984). Although laws like the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act claim to
address this problem, lack of academic scope, depth and rigor, and practicality in standardized assessment and their negative back
wash effects have resulted in no greater achievement. Utilizing a hypothetical situation, this paper addresses the practices that Spanish
teachers can engage in across subject areas to help heritage learners and English Language Learners (ELLs) achieve both language and
academic goals. It further addresses how Spanish teachers can use selected components and strategies of content-based integrative ap
proaches such as the Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol Model (STOP) to support ELLs academic and language development
across the curriculum (Echevarria, Vogt, & Short, 2008).

English Language
Schools

Learners

in

Our

Rapid changes in the composition of the K-12 student popula
tion, particularly the exponentially increasing number of English
Language Learners (ELLs), are posing new challenges for Ameri
can schools. The most recent U. S. Census report in 2000 indicated
that 1 in 5 school-aged children is a nonnative English speaker and
that this figure is anticipated to reach 40% by the year 2030 (Jarnie
son, Curry, & Martinez, 2001). According to the 2005 National
Assessment of Educational Progress report (NAEP) nationally
only 31% of ELLs scored at or above the basic reading level and
only 5% scored proficient in Math and Reading.
Inadequate professional development for English as a Second
Language (ESL) educators have rendered only 13% of teachers
qualified to teach linguistically and culturally diverse learners. This
has positioned the content-area teacher as the primary source of
academic language input for ELLs in the school (National Center
for Education Statistics, 2000).

Academic Achievement of ELLs and Heritage
Learners
Decisions regarding program models for educating ELLs in
schools are mitigated by expediency, political biases, staffing, and
funding concerns, often resulting in the adoption of self-contained
ESL pullout programs. In ESL pullout programs children from
one or more gi ade levels are removed from their content area
classrooms to receive specialized language instruction. Isolating
academic and explicit language instruction from content-area in
struction, the ESL pullout program has failed to bridge the gap be
tween linguistic minorities’ oral andwritten language compctencies
based on Cummins’ (1984) theory of BICS (Basicinterpersonal
communication skills) and CALP (Cognitive-academic language
proficiency) (Cummins, 1984). New pressure to facilitate their

0

the SlOP Model

CALP development through content area
instruction in English has returned these
children to the mainstream classroom with
a demand for developmentally appropriate
instructional accommodations, modifica
tions, and adaptations. This has created
new opportunities and challenges in Sec
ond Language (L2) teacher preparation,
since ESL teachers must develop compe
tencies in integrating language skills with
content areas (Krashen, 1996; Ovando,
Collier, Combs & Cummins, 2003).
Among the growing population ofELLs
in U.S. schools is the confusing group of
heritage learners who are amorphously
defined in literature. Webb & Miller re
ferred to heritage learners as people with
personal or emotional connections to lan
guages other than English (2000), while
Valdés defined them as learners with a pre
existing language proficiency in a language
spoken in the home (2000). The heritage
learner’s exposure to comprehensible in
put in English and development of BICS
and CALP in their heritage language and
English can vary tremendously. In fact,
by virtue of a home language survey, they
are often grouped with the ELL popula
tion. We now know that the population of
Spanish-speaking ELLs comprises 80% of
the total ELL population in US, a figure
that includes some Spanish heritage learn
ers (Baralova, 2006).
National dropout rates for the ELL
population indicate a fundamental mis
match between current educational prac
tices and student needs. Recent data from
the National Center for Educational Sta
tistics (NCES) estimate the dropout rates
in the non-native born Hispanic youth
population between the ages of 16 and 24
years old to be 43.4%. Alarming test results
and dropout rates have further heightened
awareness for the need to adopt different

forms of bilingual and sheltered instruc
tion models that strive to integrate mean
ingful instruction in content areas with
English language development, and to
promote literacy initiatives across the cur
riculum (Hoover, Klinger, Baca, & Patton,
2008).
This paper specifically addresses prac
tices that content area teachers can engage
in across subject areas to help ELLs and
heritage learners achieve both language
and academic goals. It further addresses
how teachers can use selected components
of content-based integrative approaches
such as the Sheltered Instruction Obser
vation Protocol Model (STOP) to support
ELLs academic and language development
across the curriculum (Echevarria et al.,
2008).

Integrating Language and Con
tent
An ELL’s achievement in school and
work rests upon the ability to master aca
demic language. This involves training
students to develop academic language
and cognitive abilities, while acquiring
content area knowledge. ELLs are distinct
from other learner populations in that
‘they must develop literacy skills for each
content in their second language as they
simultaneously learn, comprehend, and
apply content area concepts through their
second language” (Echevarria et al., 2008,
p. 11). The only way to effectively bridge
functional and formal language reper
toires (BICS and CALP) is to foster the
interconnectedness and interrelationship
among different content areas to create
non-segregated sustained programs that
require all teachers to take responsibility
for improving the students’ cognitive-aca
demic language proficiency.
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The goals of language and content are
intertwined in ESL instruction. Knowl
edge of English, knowledge of the content
topic, and knowledge of how the tasks are
to be accomplished constitute the major
components of academic literacy (Short,
2002). Integrative and content-based ap
proaches provide the necessary peer-peer
and peer-teacher interactions for ELLs to
engage in dynamic and scaffolded BICS
and CALP.

The SlOP Model
Ihe Sheltered Instruction Observa
tion Protocol (SlOP) offers a content
and inquiry-based framework for teachers
to present concepts to ELLs in inclusive
mainstream classrooms with strategies,
techniques, and accommodations that
make new information comprehensible for
language learners. Intended for both lan
guage and content teachers, the SlOP of
fers eight research-based components that
are grouped into 30 strategies essential for
making content comprehensible for ELLs:
Lesson Preparation, Building Background,
Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Inter
action, Practice/Application, Lesson De
livery, and Review/Assessment While in
tended specifically to address the academic
success and development of students’ L2
learning, they share many features of qual
ity academic instruction of all students,
including the heritage learners.
.

A Proposed Lesson for Heritage
Language Learners in a Foreign
Language Classroom
We have designed a practical lesson
plan for a middle-school Spanish lan
guage class using the SlOP to teach lan
guage and content area skills. This lesson
is appropriate for an introductory course
with ELLs, English speakers, and heritage
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Eight research-based components
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Lesson Preparation
Building Background
Comprehensible Input
Strategies
Interaction
P}actice/Application
Lesson Delivery
Review/Assessments

This lesson focuses on an expository text
from the Paso a Paso series on La Quincea
ñera, a traditional coming of age ceremony
in Spanish-speaking cultures. Cultural
materials and texts offer the unique op
portunity to bridge explicit language
and content instruction in both the rsr
language (Li) and L2 for heritage learn
ers. Interventions that empower language
minority students help them to take pride
in their cultural background (Crawford,
2004). Multicultural texts can pique stu
dents’ motivation to participate in lan
guage learning activities by validating their
cultural identities, giving them a stake in
their learning environment, and allowing
them to question and grow in their socio
cultural identities.

Lesson Objectives
The Students Will Be Able To:

ñera.

• Discuss how Ia Quinceañera is
similar and different to their na
tive cultures’ rites of passage.
Content and language objectives
connect the students’ new and prior
academic and cultural knowledge of
Ia Quinceañera celebration with their
linguistic ability to use English and Spanish
to compare and contrast information from
multiple sources, transfer and use basic
reading skilis, and restate information
orally in class and group discussion.

The Lesson

Content Objectives

Spanish speakers. Considering the role of
socio-cultural backgrounds, researchers
like Tucker have proposed difFerent pro
gram choices for heritage learners(2005).
Structured independent and collaborative
reading, writing, and speaking activities
are incorporated into this lesson to en
hance ELLs’ language skills and content
knowledge. Students are required to dem
onstrate that they have met language and
content objectives in a presentational as
signment combining written and spoken
modalities.

• Select and define 3 key vocabu
lary words related to Ia Quincea

• Analyze Ia Quinceañera celebra
tion and state its purpose within
Hispanic culture.
• Retell the various parts of the
Quinceanera celebration.
• Compare rites of passage in their
culture with that of the Ouincea
ñera.
Language Objectives

• Ask questions and predict key
concepts prior to reading about Ia

This lesson begins with the presentation
higher-order
teacher-generated
of
thinking questions (HOTS) and a survey
of the text in which connections are made
to students’ background knowledge.
Students work in integrated groups to
complete an anticipation guide about Ia
Quinceanera (Appendix A). This allows
students to share experiences with peers
as insiders or outsiders to the experience
of the Quinceanera rite of passage. The
teacher reconvenes the class to examine
authentic visuals of Ia Quinceañera, on an
overhead or LCD projector, and initiates
a group discussion in Spanish focusing on
preconceptions, opinions, and experiences
of Ia Quinceañera sparked by the images of
these celebrations found on the internet.

Appendix A

La Quinceañera: GuIa de anticipación
de pre-lectura
+
-

?

=

Estoy de acuerdo con Ia frase

=

No estoy de acuerdo con la frase

=

No estoy seguro/a

QLIi

crees?

•

..

Mi opinion

La opiniOn
del grupo

1. La Qnceanera es aria cel
ebración importante para
toclas culturas.
2. La Qinceañera es sola
tearaIashembras.
3. La Onceañera se trata de
stara
4. Yo he celebrado una
Qinceañera o he asistido
inceanera
5. Aiguien en mi familia ha
celebrado o ha asistido a
una Qnceañera.
Adapted from Haley & Austin, 2004
Then the teacher models a first predictive question in writing
such as “Qé tipo de celebración es La Quinceañera?” (“What
kind of celebration is Ia Quinceañera?”) and scaffolds other ques
tions for the students. After students work in groups to create
three of their own anticipatory questions, later used to gener
ate a class reading comprehension guide. Representatives from
each group ask one of their predictive questions of the class.
‘The teacher then compiles common themes and predictions as
a reading comprehension tool. Students read the expository text
with a partner searching for answers marking a + (confirmed) or
(disconfirmed) symbol next to their questions. The universal
comprehensibility of these symbols represents another strategy
for engaging students from different cultures in this lesson. After
reading, partners identify and define three Vocabulary Self-Col
lection Strategy (VSS) words: key words central to understand
ing the passage. In the case of the Qr1inceañe? reading: tradition.
This practice coincides with Gersten et al.’s recommendation that
“for English learners additional words need to be identified for
instructional attention (2007, p.13). These words form the ba
sis for a collective reading response log (Appendix B) kept in a
vocabulary notebook or archived with other unit materials. Such
words could also be posted on a classroom word wall that docu
ments and values students’ learning.
,

—

Later, students return to small groups where they compare and
contrast personal cultural traditions with La Quinceanera through
a graphic organizer (Appendix C). Students choose
a rite of passage in their culture and
map out similarities

and differences in the appropriate sections of the Venn diagram.
Students would not necessarily have to write complete sentences.
McLaughlin & Allen have argued that tools such as graphic/sche
matic organizers help learners identify key content concepts and
infer relationships among them (2002). To debrief, the teacher
leads a group discussion concerning similarities and differences
in rites of passage across cultures drawing on information from
student experiences documented in the graphic organizers. The
teacher could use student volunteers throughout the discussion
to create one large Venn diagram on the board to highlight indi
vidual contributions. In this discussion, ELLs and heritage learn
ers are positioned as primary informants of Hispanic cultures for
native English speakers (Faltis, 2008).
The lesson concludes with a brief video presentation of Ia
Quinceaiiera to help bring the celebration to life in a tangible
way. To formaHy assess language and content objectives, students
choose one of three tasks to produce a written and oral presenta
tion.
1. Respond to one of the higher-order thinking questions from the
introduction of the lesson 2.
2. Discuss ways in which the video segment differed from the
textual representation of/a Quinceañera
3. Discuss how la Quinceañera compares to a rite of passage in
their native culture.
While #2 aims to assess how well students are able to general
ize the cognitive skill of comparing and contrasting to new con
texts, #1 and #3 allow students to make connections between
content knowledge and authentic personal experiences in a way
that permits assessment of their CALP in English. Students who
choose tasks 1 or 3 could base their responses on religious cer
emonies such as a Confirmation in the Catholic Church, a Bar or
Bat Mitzvah in the Jewish tradition, the Lakota celebration of the
four parts of the human life cycle, the Mexican presentation ofa
year old, or even family rites of pas
three
sage such as birthdays
or gradua

Interaction

tions.
fam
visuals,
authentic
Students can use
to
realia
cultural
other
ily videos, photos, or
of
breadth
The
present these rites ofpassage.
of
validation
and
inclusion
this task allows the
experiences.
many types of student

Lesson Preparation
Incorporating clearly defined, displayed, and re

Appendix B

Registro de respuestas a Ia lectura

‘Adapred from Haley & Austin,

2004

viewed language objectives into all content lessons is the hallmark
of the STOP Model. As in this lesson, content and language objec
tives come from national and state standards to form the founda
tion of lesson activities.

Building Background
The lesson links students’ background experiences and prior
[earning to new concepts and vocabulary. In this [esson the teach
er integrates students’ experiences and activates background sche
mata through an anticipation guide, supplementary visuals, VSS,
and word wall.

Comprehensible Input
By Comprehensible Input Krashen means that people acquire
and develop their foreign or second language skills only when
they understand the listening and reading messages that are pre
sented to them (Krashen, 1985). Students need specialized teach
ing techniques to help them construct meaning of rigorous con
tent material. This lesson includes modeling, structured graphic
organizers, repeated exposure to concepts, language resources
(dictionaries), and visual aids to achieve this objective.

Strategies
We used the Squeepcrs model that is premised on the steps
of Survey, Qestion, Predict, Read, Respond, and Summarize
(Echevarria et al., 2008). This model offerS rnctacognitive, cogni
tive, and social/affective strategies that are teacher-assisted, peerassisted, and student-centered to encourage students to inoni
tot their own learning. The tasks of the Squeepers model address
the levels of knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation allow the instruction to help students
expand their skills as laid out in Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956).
—
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This lesson highlights frequent opportunities for
students to use academic language in meaningful oral and
written interactions with teachers and peers. Flexible grouping
configurations throughout the lesson provide opportunities for
students to ask and answer questions, negotiate meaning, clarify
ideas, and justify opinions.

Practice and Application
SlOP teachers carefully include activities in the lesson that sup
port students’ progress in mastering language and content objec
tives. In this lesson, students use hands-on comprehension guides,
organizers and scaffolded discussions to compare and contrast
before they do so independently.

Lesson Delivery
This component consists of
communicating and assessing
language and content objectives
throughout the lesson and engag
ing students 90-100% of the pe
riod. Students will demonstrate
on-task behavior using numerous
opportunities to talk about the
lesson’s concepts and hands-on
activities to reinforce learning.

Review and Assessment
This part provides informal assessment opportunities through
teacher observation, class discussion, and solicited student re
sponses. Small group and pair configurations allow the teacher to
assess what students do or do not understand and to tailor large
group discussion. Students are formally assessed on their chosen
task through an integrative oral and written presentation.

Expected Learning Outcomes
We believe that this lesson will generate positive outcomes
for all students. First, we anticipate that the SlOP vill help all
students will achieve a greater understanding of and respect for
other cultures and their rites of passage, such as la Quinceañera.
Students will also develop their CALP and grow as independent
learners through reading as they complete a variety of tasks, rang
ing from those foctised on developing specific cognitive reading
strategies to those with a more social orientation.
Last but not least, the ELLs and the heritage learners in the
classroom will gain a greater sense of self-confidence and valida
tion in their cultural identities as members of both the Li and L2
communities, and develop the essential skiiis through the Squcep
model for approaching future expository reading and literacy
tasks. Finally, we hope that by encouraging student presentations
in the final stage of the lesson, students will not only realize the
importance of their personal contributions to the classroom en
vironment, but also the inherent connection between academic
proficiency and oral interpersonal skills.

Appendix C

Organizador gráfico de comparaciones y contrastes

Ovando, Cj., Collier, V.P., Combs, M.C., & Cummins,

diferencias
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Russiai
Lara Ravitch and Avram Lyon, Concordia Language Village
<<Dobroye utro, rebyata! Pora vstavat’!>
(Good morning, kids! Time to get up!)
As soon as the words break the cool
summer morning, dozens of children
pour out of their log cabins. From
Murmansk to Irkutsk, kids of all ages
trot down the hill to a breakfast of bliny
(crepes). It’s the beginning of a typical
day at AecHoe oepo (Lesnoe Ozero), Con
cordia Language Village’s Russian immersion
camp for children ages 7-18 in Bemidji, MN.
Fun, educational, and enthusiastically Russian, Lesnoe Ozero
exposes children to Russian language and culture as well as
the cultures of the former Soviet Union. Like all of Concordia
Language Villages, which currently has fifteen languages, each
with a separate location, Lesnoe Ozero has a daily schedule that is
structured to optimize opportunity for structured immersion and
interaction through a variety of naturally occurring contexts and
tasks. “Villagers,” the student campers atLesnoe Ozero, come from
a wide range of backgrounds. Some are learning Russian for the
first time, some have studied it in school, and others have grown
up in Russian-speaking families. The daily schedule provides
varied language situations that match the specific learning needs
of each student.
—

The daily routine at Lesnoe Ozero
Each day begins with morning exercises and the singing of the
Russian national anthem as we raise the Russian flag. Breakfast,
like all other meals, begins with a meal presentation, a short skit in
which children and counselors introduce the menu. The villagers
invent creative ideas for the skit, like fending off zombies by at
tacking them with peirneni (dumplings) and sour cream or trying
to fix a car which, it turns out, has had its engine hampered by the
presence of sausage, beet salad, and tea cookies.
the “Grandmother of
Announcements follow the meals
for
clean
our
the
award
cabins; the dean passes
Cleanliness” hands
those who elect
Language,”
Russian
of
the
out medals for “Heroes
and vil
counselors
Two
energetic
Russian
day.
all
to speak only
day;
of
the
proverb
the
explaining
present
a
skit
lager volunteers
language-learning
and
the
activities
at
beach;
lifeguards announce
groups explain the news of the day.
—

Singing and dancing are favorites for the younger villagers as we
make an effort to focus on cultural authenticity. At dance time,
counselors demonstrate the troika while counting in Russian and

encourage villagers to chant along as they move to their left and
then their right. During singing, villagers learn folk songs and
children’s songs through a call and response with song boards as a
visual support promoting letter recognition. Villagers grab a tam
bourine, play the role of a lovelorn sea captain, or race to display
the scenes from the rollicking follcsong Kalinka (snowball berry
bush).
Free time is also full of opportunity for language use. Wheth
er going for a swim at the plyazh (beach) or playing shakhmaty
(chess) in the biblioteka (library), villagers are encouraged to use
Russian and engage in ritualized interaction everywhere they go.
In fact, Russian is required in the bank, where chil
dren can withdraw money from their village ac
I count in rubles, of course! and in the store,
where tempting wares from Russian shokolad
(chocolate) to trendy Cyrillic t-shirts are for sale.
—

—

At the end of the day, the village comes together
program where they might play team-building
evening
r
fo
simulate
or
a Russian holiday. One favorite is Novi’ God
games
(New Year’s), when Grandfather Frost and the Snow Maiden
come to visit and villagers dance around the New Year’s tree after a
sumptuous banquet of chicken kiev and an overwhelming variety
of salads and appetizers.
Throughout the day, villagers also have small-group cultural
activities; for example, they may choose a week-long workshop
on making nesting dolls or decide to sharpen their skills infutbol
(soccer). In these activities, the teachers explain, encourage, and
redirect in Russian, occasionally focusing on vocabulary that is re
quired for the task at hand, but generally prioritizing the activity
over language goals.
Then, in language classes, those priorities are turned around.
Here, teachers use games, tasks, and the content of village life to
focus on explicit language learning. These class
es, unlike the activities, arc organized along
a notional-functional line for most
levels, with the needs of navigat
ing the village providing the
framework for learning
outcomes.

leG.,

Our heritage villagers
Although many of our villagers are learning Russian as a for
eign language, Lesnoe Ozero enjoys a large population of heritage
speakers, sometimes more than half of the villagers. Usually about
60% of the heritage speakers are adoptees who came from Rus
sian-speaking countries and have retained some language, while
the remainder immigrated to the U.S. with their families.
Like all situations that mix heritage and traditional learners, the
heterogeneous population is both a rich potpourri and, at times,
a challenge. The positive aspects are many: heritage learners help
their peers learn more about Russian language and culture from
a kids’ perspective, they can takc leadership positions that they
might nut have in the English-spcakingworld, and they grow up to
he talented counselors And of course, heritage learners, especially
at younger ages. generally have far greater language proficiency
than traditional language learners. On the other hand, adoptces
and immigrants bring with them complicated feelings about the
language that, for the former, might represent a tnue when they
were undernourished and lonely or, for the latter, might be associ
ated with the extremely ‘uncool” parental generation.

Curriculum priorities for our heritage
speakers
At Lesnoc Ozero, we were lucky to receive funding from Con
cordia Language Village’s curriculum budget to create a curricu
lum for our younger heritage speakers, who attend one- or twoweek sessions during our summer programming.

As we designed our curriculum, we followed the approaches
recommended in Kagan and Dillon (2001) with accommoda
tion made for campers’ interests and age. Kagan and Dillon
recommend that a heritage curriculum he content-based and
address three specific areas: linguistic lacunae (grammar and

vocabulary gaps), communicative lacunac (moving heritage
learners from the interpersonal modes, in which they are com
fortable, to the interpretive and presentational domains), and
cultural lacunae (literary & historical references). Similarly, we
followed their recommendation that grammar he addressed
from a macro perspective, rather than a
mro,

one-case-ar—a-time

deductive approach.
When we began
this project, we
also knew that
we had to
meet certain
con .s t r a i n t s.
First ofall, the
curricu1um
needed
to
be
flexible
enough
to
he used with a
variety of language
proficiencies; since
some of our heritage

A

speakers are pre-literate, and others
may not be orally productive, it
needed to accommodate diverse
proficiency across modalities. In
addition, it needed to present
Russian language and culture as
“cool”, fun and appropriate for welladjusted, happy kids; that is, it needed
to help our learners view their Russian
identities as additive, rather than a threat to
their American selves.
As we worked to meet these goals, we developed a contentbased curriculum that incorporated elements of task- and projectbased learning. ‘Ve also focused on creating detailed lesson plans,
so that our teachers, who are generally young college students,
would have SLtOtt in creating pedagogically sound learning en
vironinents.
Another challenge in developing this curriculum was in deter
mining appropriate outcomes. Since the group of young hcritage
learners varies widely from year to year, the program is only two
weeks long, and some learners may not return in subsequent years,
it was unreasonable to rake an approach that detailed specific
learning points. Rather, we took an individual approach that is,
within the frameworks for a very general level,
a given session, the teacher chooses a materials
packet with sets of activities that allows each
child to improve at an appropriate pace in the
areas identified by Kagan and Dillon (2001).
For example, a presentational task might allow
a more literate learner to write multiple para
graphs for a newspaper about current events, while a
literate learner takes and captions photographs.
—

The curriculum is divided by age (older/younger) and level
(hasic/advanced. so there are four distinct tracks within the cur
riculum. While it may be quite difficult to tease out whether a
class should he considered basic or advanced, these tracks are con
ceived of as a means of providing easily employed flexibility and
variety in what might otherwise be an unwieldy guide. Each track
then contains a literature unit and a social science untt, as well as
corresponding materials.

In a typical literature unit, based on the popular children’s story
Doctor Aibolit, the class begins with pre-rcadingquestions. These
help to build learners’ content schema by activating their prior
knowledge.
1. How do you feel about going to the doctor? Have you ever had
a doctor you really liked? What did you like about him or her?
2. What are your favorite kinds of
wild animals? What kind of
problems do you think
these animals might
have that a veterinar
ian could take care
1
of?
In
two
small
groups, learners work
together to answer
these questions and
then report back to
the class. As the groups
report, the teacher draws
graphic organizers on the
board
for the first ques
tion, a circle, with the good
doctor in the center and the positive
characteristics branching o
—

For the second question, students complete a chart indicating
animals, potential health problems, and the necessary cure.
Animal

Rabbit

Health Problem

Cure

Remove thorn with

[horn in P

tweezers

I

—

I
Then, depending on the students’ reading abilities, the teacher
may read the story first, or the children may take turns reading it,
or there may be individual quiet reading with the teacher circulat
hg to help each student as necessary.
1)uring the reading, at short intervals, there arc questions de
signed to further learners’ top-down and bottom-up processing.
For example, the class may skim the reading to try to determine
important points (top-down), or they might use context to guess
the meaning of vocabulary words (bottom-up).
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Lara Ravitch is the Dean ofLesnoe Oze

Assessing progress in our heritage
speakers
Summative assignments are designed to be creative, flexible
and both interpersonal and presentational. ‘Written assignments
might include paragraphs hypothesizing about what a character
might do if she or he came to live at Lesnoe Ozero, imagining a
series of letters to a character, or inventing a new chapter in the
story. Further oral assignments might be an interview with a char
acter, a shortened reenactment of a scene, or a short film with a
new twist on the story.
Social science units focus on a topic of interest, such as a current
event, natural phenomenon or a culture of the Russian-speaking
world. -l hese units feature reading skills practice and sumrnarivc
assessments that are similar to those in the literature unit, so that
learners experience a spiraling efFect, addressing the same skills
in a variety of contexts. In addition to the newspaper project ref
erenced earlier, another typical project for this unit would be a
group research presentation. Learners would read about a topic of
interest in a children’s encyclopedia and work together to write a
report that might take the form of a brochure, a poster, or a comic
strip. Then, they could choose to present their report to the village
at the talent show, film a documentary, or interview other profi
cient speakers about the topic.

Conclusion
Here at Lesnoc Ozero we plan carefiully to provide rich language
and cultural experiences for both our traditional learners and our
heritage children. By incorporating variety into our curriculum
and flexibility into its implementation we bring Russian alive for
our campers as they improve their language skills and deepen
their knowledge of Russian culture.
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t’s another Saturday morning, and cars make their way into the church parking lot located
on a small, wooded road in Kerhonkson, NY. “Where’s that?” most would ask and they
would learn that “Little Ukraine” is approximately 100 miles north of New York City. Ukrai
nians moved here to escape big cities and to enjoy an area that is reminiscent of Ukraine’s
Carpathian Mountains. In the Holy Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church’s spacious basement,
on Saturday morning, a little before 10 a.m., Ukrainian children, aged 4 to 14, and their
parents arrive for school. Though our school is quite small, it has great heart and a wonder
ful sense of community. The children enter with smiling faces, excited to see the friends
that they are with but once a week. Nevertheless, they share a close bond because of the
uniqueness of their Ukrainian heritage.

I

(gooddavs), and
hLigs are exchanged. The
smaller children run and play
before their day begins while
teachers huddle in one of the
classrooms to go over any
changes to that day’s curricu
mm and schedule. Parents
catch up with each other
on weekly occurrences
and as more children
parents arrive the hail
filled with the buzz of
Dobryilens

I
-

is soon
activit.

Our School Routine Begins
After business is settled, students, teachers and
parents stand in a large circle and begin the school
day with a prayer led by the school director who has
been at the helm of the school for many years. After an
nohifl.cinent5. moveablc walls transform the huge open
space into classrooms, one for each level. The classes are
broken down into four grade groupings: flie prcschoolikin
dergartcn and first grade, second to fourth grade. fifth to seventh,
and eighth to tenth grade levels. The biggest challenge facing our
Ukrainian Heritage teachers is getting and keeping their students’
Interest. Let’s face it—— going to school on Saturday morning, after
a whole week of school, is not usually at the top on a child’s to
do list. [hey enjoy playing and socializing but getting them to sit
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in class sometimes requires some creativity. Teachers work
hard to overcome this and the children usually catch on I
quickly to the spirit of the school. Since Ukrainian is a
phonetic language, learning to read Ukrainian is quite
casv after students have mastered the sounds ..Stiidents
learn language (reading and writing), geography, his
tory, culture, traditions, folk dancing and music. Equally
important, it gives the students a feeling of community.
ie classes are small; a student gets ample one-on-one

Our Four Classes
The pre K, kindergarten level begins the in
troduction to their Ukrainian heritage through
conversation, song and play. ‘Their class always
starts with the I)obryden songand a handshake
from each classmate as they introduce them
selves using their Ukrainian name. Students
i
also sing a Ukrainian exercise song, naming
head, shoulders, knees and toes to learn the
fit
body parts while having
and being silly with the
speei of the song. Next,
the children sit around the
classroom calendar to review the days I
of the week, month and numbers.
\Vcather is always an csci ring topic
to discuss, especially in the Catskill
region, and a song about the weather
is in order afterwards. .1 his young

‘

!1Ii iflrd
group is beginning to identify and write the Ukrainian
alphabet, which consists of 33 letters in the Cyrillic
form. The abetka (alphabet) is then sung to an echo, A
marching song that the young children enjoy. This
portion of the day usually ends with a Ukrainian
folktale and craft. Favorites include The Ripka,
the story of a large turnip, or The ivfitten, a tale
of a Lost mitten that becomes a warm haven for
forest animals.
The next level, usually for ages 7 to 9, focuses
on reading and writing words, then putting these
words into sentences and short paragraphs. Also,
the teacher introduces some geography and history
in this class. Students enjoy word searches. Students
answer cluestions about a story they read in class. The stu
dents also enjoy playing ‘hangman’ on the blackboard, using
words or phrases that they arc working on that day.

At level three, for ages 10 through 14, the students are
expected to understand what they are reading and to
write their own compositions. ‘Teachers encourage the
students to converse in Ukrainian and they continue
learning geography and history.
, the students are usually age 14 and
1
At the top ieve
older. They focus on advanced reading, writing and conver
sational skills. Geography and history lessons are more in depth
and these students recite poetry, learn culture and study literature.
Teachers assess student progress using periodic testing, written
11 students receive
homework, and in class reading. In June a
port cards.

instructor ignites enthusiasm in his srudenrs. They per
form these dances at numerous Ukrainian school and
church functions and have taken part in a few com

mnnity events.
By now it is 1:00 pin and parents are returning
to peek into the last moments of dance lessons.
They are scrainblitig to collect their children’s
d
belongings.., coats, lunch boxes

backpacks and converse for a—
few more minutes. Dance
class ends and many stu
dents run out side to pla)c
The hall empties. Lights

are turned offand the school
director locks up the large wooden
church doors. That is, until next Sat
urday.

‘This is Marianne Hawryluk’s first year teachin pre
k- 1st grade. She attended this Ukrainian schoo as a student and now
has hei’ three children enrolled in school. She also works as an assis
tant teacher at a local elementary school.
Mai’v Panchvshyn tcaehcs 1st & 2nd gridc. She has taught for nearly
20 years and attended a L’kriiniaii F-{eritage School in Ness’ Jersey.
.\‘lary also works as an administrative assistant in the Geology De
partment at a local SUNY college.

Dancing and Singing for All
in addition to the intensive language classes,
all the students torm a chorus. I he music
instructor travels a considerable distance
to help students learn traditional carols
and contemporary Ukrainian songs.
The children prepare these songs and
poems for two performances, St.
Nicholas’ Day in December and the
Taras Shcvchenko (Ukrainian poet)
program in March. Ukrainian dance
lessons follow the academic portion of
the day. After a lunch break, all the stu
dents come together to take part in folk
dancing. Students seem to especially look
forward to this activity. The enthusiastic dance
SPRTNC 20119
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language maintenance include greater
academic achievement, improved lit-

The Challenge
Many foreign language teachers are putting their textbooks,
conjugation charts, and established methods away to meet the
needs of a new, growing population of language students. These
students are often more comfortable than their academicallytrained teachers with speaking in dialects and using colloquial
isms, yet, at the same tinie, they often lack literacy skills in the
language of study. Who are these students? They are heritage
language learners: students having familial and/or ancestral con
nections to a language other than English (Hornberger & Wing,
200$).
In the United States, hen
tage languages include indig
enous languages spoken by
—

r

.

-—

American tribes (e.g.
Cherokee, Navajo, Sioux) as
as immigrant languages,
‘iich range from Spanish,

nation’s second-most
common language. no those
used within rather cmall i m
migrant communities, such as Albanian or Twi. In 200, the
number of school-aged children who spoke a language other
than English at home accounted for 20% of the total population
in this age range in the U.S. (Gunning, 2008), and these num
bers are likely to grow, considering the demographic trends from
the recent years. Exposed to their familial language and culture
from an early age, heritage language learners are gifted with skills
in languages reflecting the diverse patchwork heritage of the U.S.
Proponents of hiliiigual education have long argued that heritage
language learners present a unique national rcsou i-ce, as their rich
linguistic and cultural inheritance can contribute to the country’s
economic Competitiveness, national security. diplomaeV and .sci
entifie success, as well as enhance the diversity of the nation (Brc—
eht & Ingold. 2002: Peyton, Ranard & MeGinnis, 200 1’. In ad
dition to societal benefits, positive individual ekietc of heritage
-

,,

,

.

eracy skills in other languages, betterf
psychological well-being, enhanced
cognitive development, increased cre
ativity, and delayed onset of cognitive
aging (Baker, 2006; Bialystok, 2001;
Suarez, 2007).
Uifortunately,
linguistic
and
cultural resources can become extinct if neglected (Hornberger
—

& Wang, 2008). Linguistic studies have documented that

it

is

typical for U.S. immigrant communities to lose proficiency in
heritage languages with every generation: by the second arid third
generation, most heritage speakers become English-dominant and
their heritage language abilities significantly weaken; the fourth
generation of immigrant communities is predominantly English
monolingual (Valdés, 2001 This is not surprising, as historical
overview ofUS. education policy shows that mono-hngualism has
been and is still viewed as the desirable educational objective, an
outcome ofrhe underlyingideologyof assimilation (l—lornberger&
.

Wang, 2008; Shannon, 1999). Current federal education policies
as enacted through the No Child Left Behind Act (NLCB) of
2001 place a heavy emphasis on prompt development of English
skills and “mainstrcaming” into all-English instructional settings
(Wright, 2007). Ironically, proficiency iii a foreign language is
viewed positively when achieved by elite monolingual students;
yet, the mnaintenaiicc and development of heritage languages are

unpatriotic and al-c ignored by policy-makers, leading to
national, fiimiliil, and personal esourecs. Given
the right of heritage speakers to receive educational support
in the development of their native language and in light of’ the
recognized need for move responsible language education policy,
the question is: How can the system of language education ensure
maintenance and development of heritage languages?

viewed as

negligent loss of

Identifying Educational Needs of Heri
tage Learners
‘The first critical step involves identifying the
educational needs of’ heritage language learn
ers, which presents a kirnmidahlc challenge.

these learners are not a

monolithic group: the

clreullistamsees of their upbringing vary in so

educational, economic, dialectal,
and ancestral terms. As a result, they come to
school with a broad range of skills from p
’
1
receptive to fluent, depending on the amount,
quality, and contexts of exposure to the heritage
eio-cultural,
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language. In spite of a growing body of studies,
the topics of heritage language acquisition and
pedagogy remain under-researched with many
questions pertaining to the dynamics and pro
file of heritage language acquisition still
swered. Coherent pedagogical theories that
would guide and inform research on heritage
language learning and teaching are yet to be
fully articulated (Valdés, 2001).

There is some consensus in the literature
about the general strengths and weaknesses
that apply to students whose parents speak the
heritage language at home. Because they are
typically exposed to their familial language from
birth, these students come to school wirh signifi—
cantly more developed speaking and listening com
prehension skills than traclitiona] foreign language
students (Kondo-Brown, 2005; Valdés, 2005). However,
their profile often does not fit upper-level academic cours
es. Although heritage language learners may be well versed
in everyday topics (e.g. house chores, prayers, play talk), their aca
demic lexicon and knowledge of the formal register is limited, and
-

oral speech might abound in eol]oquialisms, non—standard forms,
and dialectal variations, What particularly sets heritage language
learners apart from students who learned foreign languages in sc
ademic settings, is that they either completely lack literacy skills in
the heritage language or lag behind the traditionally educated stu
dents in reading and writing abilities (Friedman & Kagan, 2005;
Vak{és, 2005).

Existing Models of Heritage Language
Education
Most heritage language students enroll in traditional foreign
language courses, where their language teachers are likely to have
no prior knowledge of how heritage language and “true” foreign
language acquisitional systems differ and how the academic needs
of these two populations can be met (Schwartz, 2001; Valdés,
2005). Hybrid courses in which both heritage and non-heritage
students are placed together may fall short in serving the needs of
both learner groups (Sohn & Shin, 2007). As traditional students
struggle with oral skills, the may feel threatened by the seeming
fluency of heritage language students. At the same time, activities
characteristic of initial foreign language instruction .such as lis
tening to simplified dialogues, engaging in basic vocabulary drills,
md producing scripted output exercises, do not contribute to the
linguistic development of heritage language students and decrease
their levels of motivation. Harklau conducted ethnographic case

studies documenting experiences of several high school heritage
language students placed in traditional Spanish classes (Harklau,
in press). She found that while rhe students entered the classes
with neutral or positive expectations, they left with antipathy,
frustration, low course averages, and the perception that Spanish
classes are boring (in fact, “the horingest ‘Ti. Fhc students addi
tionallv felt disempowcred and stigmatized by the teacher dis
missal of th regional dialects they spoke.

Language courses or articulated tracks specifically designed for
heritage language learners are still exceptions rather than a rule.
According to the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) in Wash
ington, D.C., courses for heritage speakers arc now offered in such
languages as Amharic, Arabic, Chinese, Danish, Denaakk’e Atha
basean, French, German, Ilokano, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japa
nese, Korean, .Navao, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Samoan, Spanish, Swedish, Tainazight. Tibetan, ‘Thn
gan, and Ukrainian (( Al., 2009). While the number of students
enrolled in these courses is not known, the trends re likely to vary
from state-to-state and to depend on the demographic situation,
state and local policies, levels of support For iflinorit language
education, funding. For example, Gmvinnctt County in the At
lanta Metropolitan Area. one of the fastest growing counties in
the nation, saw a dramatic increase in the nuinberof’students with
SPTTN( 9Ofl
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languages other than English
from 2002 to 2008; the numbers
Irew from 28,454 to 56,791, with
panish-speaking heritage students
the largest linguistic minority
,‘group (Jahner, 2009). As a result
of proactive educational efforts in
the county, the number of students
enrolled in Spanish for Native Speakers courses increased tenfold
over the last 6 years. Still, less than 2% of students in the county’s
public schools received heritage language instruction in 20072008,
The number of states offring foreign language immersion
programs and two-way or dual immersion programs has been in
creasing. In immersion programs (which can be total or partial),
content subjects are taught exclusively in the foreign language in
lower grades (K-2), with increased instruction in English in the
upper grades. In two-way immersion programs, content and lit
eracy instruction are split equally between English and the other
language of study. The latest updates in the CAL’s online direc
tory report that in 2006 there were 263 foreign language immer
sion programs in the U.S., and the number of two-way immer
sion programs reached 335 in 2007. Originally designed for and
still serving largely monolingual English—speaking communities,
immersion programs nevertheless can be effective in helping
heritage language students develop biliteracy and reach academic
success (Christian. 2008; cf. Wang & Green 2001). (Informa
non about the success of the first two dual immersion elementary
public charter schools in Georgia is reported in the next section
of th is article.)
Offering more language courses designed specifically for heri
tage language students is constrained not only by such issues as
funding, policy, or logistics, but also by a shortage of interested or
qualified teachers. While this is a problem
for the K- 12 system in general, the
shortage of teachers who have the
understanding, knowledge, and
skills necessary to teach henlanguages is particularly
dire (Schwart7, 2001). The
demands of reaching hen rage
language students, aslrca1y
discussed, are nor trivial: it re
quires significant revisions of
pedagogical practices, creation of
well-articulated course tracks and lesson
plans, development of material, selection of appropriate textbook,
asscssmnem-its, and placement tools. Added challenges often include
hidden, but demanding responsibilities, such as translating for
heritage students’ parents and performing multiple roles as sun-

rogate counselors, administrators, and ESL teachers (Colomer &
Harldau, in press). Most problematic of all is the fact that teacher
education programs have not responded to these new demands
in the field, and only a few universities have developed method
ology courses specifically oriented towards the needs of heritage
language educators.

Georgia Educators Take Action
As one of the fastest growing states in the country, Georgia has
witnessed a significant influx of immigrants over the last decade.
Foreign language educators in K-16 are acutely aware of the grow
ing demand fir heritage language education and have recently
launched several initiatives to meet the needs of heritage language
learners and teachers.

Unidos Dual Language Charter School
In 2006, the first Georgia public dual language charter school
Unidos opened its doors to K-i students in Clayton County. To
day 312 students are enrolled in K-3 grades, 46% of whom are
heritage speakers of Spanish, and the schooi is continuing to grow.
In accordance with the dual language immersion model, Englishspeaking and Spanish-speaking children study together and re
ceive content area and literacy instruction in both languages,
following a “one language one teacher” principle. Students in
grades K-I start out with 70% of instruction rime in Spanish and
30% of instruction rime in English before switching to a 50/50
model in levels 2-5. There are no language courses per Se, as lan
guage instruction is grounded in content-based curriculum. For
example, students learn science-related academic vocabulary in
English and Spanish as they engage in meaningful contextual
izeci reading, discussions, and writing activities in science classes
in each of the two languages. Spanish, Language Arts, and Eng
lish Language Arts classes zoom in on literacy skills. One of the
school’s primary goals is for all of its students to reach bilingual
ism and biliteracy by the time they finish fifth grade. Unidos has
made Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) each year since it opened
in 2006 and in 2008 received the Superintendent’s I)istinguished
Achievement Award from the Georgia Departmcnr of Fducatioim
for improvement in Grade One Reading on the CRCT (Crite
rion Referenced Competency Test).
—

The World Language Academy
In 2008, the Wand Language Academy followed suit by launch
ing into the first year of the dual language immersion program at
Hall County School System’s first charter school of choice. Dur
ing the first academic year, the additive English-Spanish bilingual
program was open to grades K 1, and as this cohort of students
progresses through thc grades, the dual-immersion format will fol
low them. Similar to Unidos, about halfof the students the school
serves are hcnitagc speakers of Spanish, i.e. the World Language
—

I
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lAcademy integrates native Eng
ish speakers and heritage Spanish
‘speakers in the same classroom
and provides quality, standards
L
d content instruction in both
1c..uages. Grades K and 1 are in
a 70/30 model, which will shift
to 60/40 in the next year reach
ing a 50/50 balance when this year’ first grade students progress
to grades three through five. The World Language Academy is
unique, as in addition to promoting bilingualism and biliteracy in
English and Spanish, Mandarin Chinese is taught to all students
in grades K-S at this innovative school. Carrie Woodcock, the
Dual-language Coordinator at the WLA comments:
-

Our faculty works to ensure that language acquisition is
emphasized through instruction based on the standards
whilefostering an environment ofmulticulturalism and
linguistic understanding.
In addition to the cognitive benefits ofbilingualism
including creative thinking, linguistic awareness, and
communicative sensitivit3 the multicultural competency
that is gained in our school is what tvill change our world.
There will always he differences between people, but dii:
ferences can be poweful teaching toolsfor our students.
A dual-immersion school such as this can serve as an im
portant step toward unfyinga community. At the World
Language A cade7ny, parents, students, school employees,
and community members are invited to celebrate the
multitude ofcultures that arefeatured at this school and
around the world.

Both charter schools have generated much excitement in their
respective counties and the state, with hopeful parents turning up
in such high numbers, that the schools will bold a lottery to estab
lish the order for the waiting list for the 2(109-2010 academic year.

Recruitment of Teachers
Many school systems have turned to the heritage communi
for help. Falls Church, Virginia has experimented with such
teacher recruitment programs in their growing teachers from the
grassroots initiative: they recruit middle school bilingual stu
dents to assist teachers with heritage speakers and reimburse them
with savings bonds [or college. Universities and schools are estab
lishing partnerships to provide “pathways” for heritage language
learners into college and teacher education programs by encourag
ties

ing them to engage in teaching
activities for credit (Schwartz,
2001). Recruitment is not
the end in itself: teachers who
take on the challenges of teach
ing heritage language students
are passionate and devoted
educators, but they
also require support
and training in the
topics of heritage
language acquisition,
pedagogy, bilingualism,
sociolinguistics, and dialectology. Given that heritage language
learning is closely intertwined with highly charged sociopolitical
tensions, it is critically important that these teachers be aware of
the sociopolitical context in which the heritage language commu
nities function. The shortage of materials for heritage language
students, particularly in less commonly taught languages, means
that teacher education courses in materials development and
curriculum design are of acute need. Teacher training certifica
tion programs should develop working relationships with men
tor teachers in local K-12 heritage language programs and secure
placements for students interested in teaching heritage languages
to establish apprenticeship programs to support beginning teach

ers.

Heritage Language Studies for Pre-service and
In-service Teachers
At the University of Georgia, we have also taken steps to ad
dress the educational needs of in-service and pre-service teachers
interested in offering heritage language courses. In the spring of
2009, 1 offci-cd a graduate-level seminar titled ‘Heritage Lan
guage Education in Georgia” with the goal of exploring the issues
related to providing high quality heritage language education,
particularly as they apply to our local context. In this seminar,
we have explored the dynamics of heritage language acquisition,
factors that promote or inhibit retention of heritage languages,
methodological considerations, instructional needs of heritage
language students and professional needs of teachers. state demo
graphics, and types of programs serving heritage language com
munities in Georgia. Tb is year the Off cc of the Vice President

which
and work with different constitu
ents involved in heritage language education in Georgia. includ
ing representatives from the Georgia Department of Education.
for Public
allowed us

Service and Outreach supported the seminar,
to approach, access.

experienced instructors of heritage language courses, heritage

language education researchers and heritage language learners
themselves. Thus, in addition to academic assignments, students
had an opportunity to engage in contextualized discussions with
the guest speakers representing the above groups. To observe high
quality heritage language instruction, we took a field trip to visit
a Spanish class at West Hall High School (which boasts ol}ering
the first International Baccalaureate Spanish for Native Speakers
Advanced Placement course in a public school in the US). In the
spirit of serving local heritage language communities, all students
parricipared in a service learning project by running bilingual
story time sessions in Spanish and Korean at the local library dur
ing the course of the semester. Next year, we are planning to offer
the course on a satellite campus in the Atlanta Metropolitan Area,
so that more of the in-service teachers typically commuting to the
University of Georgia from Atlanta could have an opportunity to
benefit from taking the course.
—

Conclusion
It is encouraging to see the emergence of innovative efforts,
interest, and acknowledgement of the importance of heritage
language education, as highlighted in this issue of Learning Lan
guages. Yet, we still have much to do. 1—leritage language learners
and teachers need attention, support, respect, and representation
in the schools, government, universities, funding agencies, and
the community. Therefore, I conclude with the call to action:
In a nation of diverse languages and cultures, we must do what
we can to ensure that our linguistic wealth and cultural heritage
are passed down to the next generation.” (“Wang & Green, 2001,
’7).
8
p.l
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As a new benefit, members will be able
to access current and past issues ofLearning Languages online. Flip through the
pages in full color while you have a sec
ond at school. Perhaps you have mis
placed your last issue of Learning Lan
guages. No need to panic since you can
read the articles at nnelLorg. Use your
member login and password to access
the members oniy section ofthe website.
Look for an email when back issues arc
ready to read.
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Write Away! Chinese

Flash Speak in a Week! 1001 Flashcards
There are more flash cards in this set than you cart imagine.
‘They are color-coded by nouns, adjectives adverbs, and verbs. On
one side is a word in the target language often with an illustration.
The backside contains a translation in English. They provide great
sentence and story starters for Heritage speakers who will also en
joy playing charades using the cards. Emerging readers cart use the
words to heip them write original sentences. You could also use
the cards as the source of the word of the day and focus on the
phonics of the word.
,

‘This innovative book and CD combination allows students to
practice forming 300 carefully chosen Chinese characters. The
tracing guides show the order of the strokes and empty squares for
independent practice. The book comes with a special write and
erase pen, so the book can be used over and over. The 50 minute
CD models pronunciation of all the words.

Information
Write Away! Chinese is available from Penton Overseas. (www.
pcntonoverscas.com) for $18.95

,o

The kids Way to Lesni

Information
1001 Flashcards is available in Arabic, Chinese, French, Ger
man, Italian and Spanish from Penton Overseas. (www.pentono
verseas.com) for $16.95

iVideo
videos for learning French,
Italian, German, and Spanish oIler
basic expressions for travels. The vid
eos are ipod compatible so they are
perfect fx)r travel. They are best fr
the patents of students who would
like to learn language on their own.
These

Information
iLcarn iVideo is available in
French, German, Italian and Span
ish from Penton Overseas. (www.
pentonovcrseas.com) for $20.00
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Hear Say: The Kid’s Way to Learn
Easy to use vocabulary for English, French, German, Italian, or
Spanish. Vocabulary themes are illustrated with cute illustrations
and the words in the target language. The book also includes a fun
CD with sound effects of the vocabulary for kids to identify and
the pronunciation of the words Great for heritage learners who
need to focus on decoding and spelling.

Information
Hear Say is available for English, French, German, Italian, and
Spanish from Penton Overseas. (www.pentonovcrscas.com) for
$12.95
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Mr. William Gavaghan
Receives the 2009
NNELL Award
Paula Patrick, NNELL Vice-President
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The N NELL Award selection committee is proud to an
nounce that Mr. William Gavaghan is the distinguished re
cipient of NNELL Award for Outstanding Support of Early
Second Language Learning. Mr. Gavaghan established a
Spanish immersion program 12 years ago at Lawrence
rownship in Indianapolis, Indiana. The 6th grade class of
Craig Middle School conducted science, social studies and
language arts in Spanish. Mr. Gavaghan was able to negoti
ate with the state to offer three core subjects taught in Span
ish in grades 6-8. Each subsequent year a new curriculum
was written to support the immersion program through 8th
grade. lb enrich the science curriculum, Mr. Gavaghan as
sisted in the implementation ofa Spanish Science Fair.

FilL

FJFLI

attended Sessions at the University of Minnesota, Not only
did he study the latest brain research related to children’s
second language acquisition, he secured extra training in the
field for his immersion teachers.

In additional to program implementation and profes
sional development opportunities for his teachers, Mr. Ga
vaghan actively worked with the Spanish Embassy to qualify
the entire Lawrence K— 12 immersion program to enter the
Spanish Academy. Jhday students are interacting with Span
ish immersion students nationally, and internationally. Mr.
Gavighai exemplifies what this nation needs, by advocating
and supporting early language learning for all students.

According to Barbara de Gortari, Associate Professor of
Spanish at the University of Indianapolis, Mr. Gavaghan
was very involved in building a sequential program at the
high school level as well. He knew he would need to present
the latest research to the community for their support, so he
CflflTkTC’ ‘mon
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Introduction
In 2000, avisionary principal, Dr. Peg
gy Smith, embraced the idea of begin
ninga daily Span ish program for the chil
dren at East Clayton Elementary School
in Clayton, North Carolina. Her bold
commitment to providing daily foreign
language instruction in grades K-5 was
the first step in designing an innovative
program model that is now in its sixth
year. While the program at East Clayton
has been highly successful, each year has presented challenges re
quiring Smith to be both creative and resourceful in sustaining
the program. ‘fle daily Spanish program at East Clayton Elemen
tary School began as the first pilot site for the statewide initiative
called ‘VISION 2010: A Plan for Improving Foreign Language
Instruction in the North Carolina Public Schools” which is a joint
project sponsored by the Alliance for Language Learning and the
loreign Language Association of North Carolina. The Alliance
is a non-profit organization comprised of business and education
leaders from across the state who are committed to promoting
high quality foreign language study beginning in the elementary
grades’and continuing in an uninterrupted sequence through
grade 12 (Alliance for Language Learning. 2001).

Program Innovation
From Conceptualization to Reality
-

Ihe smmccesshil implementation of an’ F reign language pmgram relies upon the commitment and support of the stakehold
crs involved in the school and its community including faculty,
staff administrators, and parents. l:ollowing se eral months dedi
cated to gathering information from VISION 2010 projeCt lead
ers about the design and implementation ola K-S articulated prograin, collaboration between all the stakeholders at East Clayton
began in earnest during the fall oF 2001.
First, school leaders shared their proposal with the School Im

provement lianm and the Parent Advisory Council that were very
supportive. In the spring of 2002, school leaders asked pets of
kindergarten children to complete an interest survey that yielded
results iii fimvor of beginning the first phase of the program. flie
daily Spanish program began in the fall of 2002 with approxi

mately 50 kindergarten students. In
order to offer thirty minutes daily
instruction for the students, Smith
called upon a variety of resources

already in place at East Clayton. An
elementary grades teacher, I ,inda
Griswold who was also an early
grades Spanish specialist became the
lead teacher and guiding force of the
program, relinquishing her planning
period and lunch break to teach
Spanish in two kindergarten classes of24 students.
At the end of the first year, in spring 2003, the school
surveyed the parents of kindergartners in the program who,
overwhelmingly, requested that their children continue
Spanish in first grade. In year two of the program, 86 new
students in kindergarten, 44 continuing first graders, and 24
new first graders enrolled in the program. This enrollment
now demanded a total of seven class groups. Determined
not to turn away any interested students, the school sought
the personnel and other resources to meet the needs of the
increase in enrollment. Three other members ot the teaching
staff and a teacher assistant were highly proficient in Span
ish. The English as a Second Lamigiiagc teacher, a classroom
teacher in grades 4-5, and the teacher assistant each taught
one daily class of Spanish. The lead Spanish teacher taught
four groups, again using her planning and a free perioi.

At the end of year tw’o, consultants from the Center for
Applied Linguistics conducted the Early Language Listening
and Oral Proficiency Assessment 1ELL.OPA’) with the first
graders. The results indicated positive gains for all children
who had completed two years of thirty minutes of daily lan
guage:
“The students u’ere assigned ratings in five skill
areas: oral fluency, grammar (speaking), vocabulary
(speaking), listening comprehension, and communi
cation strategies. The ELLOPA results revealed that
thesefirst graders are making reasonable progress
in acquiring listening comprehension and speaking
proficiency in Spanish, according to the Realistic
Perfto-mance Outcomes (ACTFL, 1998). Over 75% of
the East Cl-i VISION2OlOfirst graders can use

memorized phrases and create some short phrases
on their own. One student can create some sentences

successfully but is not yet able to maintain conver
sation at the sentence level. Many ofthe students
received higher ratings in listening comprehension
than in speaking, a natural outcomefor students
in classroom language programs and fr language

3
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learners in general. These results provide solid base
line data for assessing the students’J’uture progress
in learning to communicate in Spanish.” (CAL
Report, 2004).
lhese data and the findings gathered from the second
survey gave the program much needed impetus to
continue, Smith shared the data with the School Improve
ment Team, rhe Parent Advisory Council, and the Johnston
County Board of Education. lhe stakeholders affirmed
continued support of the program although they did not
give it any additional resources.
In year three, 2003-04,
the foreign language teachers collaborated about ways to
implement the fourteen classes needed for the 237 students
enrolled in the program: 106 kindergarteners, 88 first grad
ers, and 43 second graders. The lead Spanish teacher taught
seven classes, the ESL teacher taught iour, and the teacher
assistant one. The school hired a native Spanish speaker to
teach kindergarten and first grade, providmg daily instruc
tion for these children.
parent
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In year four, 2005-06, cnmllrnent grew to 283 students,
again creating the need for additional teachers. Eightyeight kindcrgarrcners, 83 first graders, and 79 second grad
ers joined the 33 grade finir Spanish students. Due to the
opening of a new elementary school in the district, some
students in the original cohort left the program. Smith’s
creative approach to program design and use of limited re
sources moved the program into its fourth year. The school
employed three native speakers to be classroom teachers of
grades one, two, and three allowing them to provide Span
ish instruction for their students. A kindergarten reacher
who is also a native speaker continued to teach one class
of daily Spanish. while classroom teachers in grade three
who possess a high level of proficiency and the lead Spanish
teacher taught the remaining classes.

As the program articulated to grade
five in 2006-07 and enrollment climbed
to 319 the challenges to continue be
came more complex. Students svenr to
renied iation in math and/or reading,
enrichment classes, or daily Spanish diii—
ing a dedicated thirty minute rime slot,
staggered throughout the day to main
tain the schedule. ‘lEe same teachers
who had taught in 2005-06 continued
to reach and another native speaker was
hired to teach a kindergarten class. After much collaboration re
garding the continuation of the program in 2007-08, the School
Improvement Team, parents and other srakeholders determined
that holding daily Spanish classes during the rime dedicated to the
enhancement class period would allow flexibility in the schedule
for classes including remcdiarion and enrichment. The teachers
of daily Spanish classes would have rime to collaborate and plan
on the fifth day of each week. Those classes nor taught by regular
classroom teachers (the five native or highly proficient speakers)
would have music, art, or media /eomputer lab co—taught by the
lead Spanish teacher and the enhancement teacher for 45 minutes
three days per week. The foLmrrh day would be a forty-five minute
class of Spanish. Asarcsult of this unique approach, the teachers
recognized increased usage of Spanish by both students and the
co-teachers of enhancement classes who were not Spanish speak
ers.

The Results
In 2008-09, the first cohort of Spanish students at East Clayton
Elementary School matriculated to 01 iddle school. During their
experience in the daily Spanish program, these rudnt had at
tained a distinguished record of accomplishments, including a
presentation to the Board of Education and many school perfor
mances and presentations in Spanish. According to Smith, these
students who are now in their seventh year of Spanish language
study have dcveloped a positive attitude toward language and cul
ture and have a motivation for learning beyond that of their peers
who did not participate in the daily program. They have come a
long way from their awkward embarrassment as very young JimI
dren making efl’orrs to greet each other in Spanish. Now they are
more confident in their ability to converse with their teachers in
Spanish and are accustomed to having informal dialogue with

their friends in the hallway. Parents report great enthusiasm from
their children as a result of learning a second language during the
past six years. In addition to the intangible positive effects the
daily Spanish program has had on the participants, recent data
show a significant impact on student achievement. Data gathered
in the spring of 2008 compared the End-of-Grade test results of
students in the daily Spanish program with those of their peers at
East Clayton who were not in the daily program. Although the

2001. Under the leadership of a principal with unwavering dedi
cation, East Clayton has been able to open the doors of the Span
ish-speaking world to children in grades K-5. Smith shares several
lessons from this journey
Keep the vision alive. Of all the lessons learned, this is
the first and most important. 1èachers, parents and the
students must all realize the value of the learning and ap

Table: School Year 2007-08 End of Grade Test Data for Reading and Mathematics by Grade
Level and Percent Proficient (Level Ill or IV)*

Johnston
C o u n t y
Schools

64.1%

82.2%

62.5%

I

79,2%

I

61.3%

75.8%

60.6%

77.6%

69.6%

55.6%

699%

-

North Cam72.8%
59.2%
54.5°A
73.2%
55.6%
Imna
Source: North Carolina 1)epartment of Public Instruction: School Report Card
Source: Johnston County Public Schools Testing and Accountability
—

preeiatc the benefits of a second language.

classes contained a rich mixture of below-average (many children
with cxceptiOflalities) to aeadenucally gifted children, students
in the daily Spanish program scored signihcantlv better on their
End-of-Grade tests. ‘1 he data below show the results of their End
of-Crade Reading and Mathematics tests comparing the daily
Spanish group with their peers in the school, the district, and the

• Communicate and collaborate often. SLmrvcys are the
best way to Find out what parents think and if the pro
gram is meeting its goals. Communication is a must, as

state.

•

Lessons Learned
11w daily Spanish program at East Clayton Elementary School
has made extraordinary progress since its beginning in the fall of

with any initiative.

Several instruments can
be administered locally. For example, the Center for Ap
plied Linguistics is an external validation of program
goals. While there is a cost associated with this assess
mncnt, there is good reason to invest, particularly for pot
icy makers .mnd district officials.
Assess your students’ progress.

• Keep enrollment as diverse as your school’s popul ion.
Exceptional children al-c huge beneficiaries of the pro
gram. The increased capacity to learn as weH as the confi
dence it builds are priceless.
• Plan for your heritage language speakers. It is impor
tant to maintain the native speakers’ skills in reading
and writing. Include them in daily Spanish classes. Play
ground and cafeteria conversations are beneficial to both
groups of learners.

•

Continue to engage students in language experiences
outside of the school year. Summer camps are an excel
lent way to maintain the learning. Our summer Span

ish enhancement canws develop the students’ cultural
awareness and focus on a different country each year,
giving participants a greater appreciation of the diversity
of the Spanish-speaking societies and the richness of the
heritage of each.

Carolina. Washington, DC: Center for Applied Linguis

tics.
Norris Carolina Department of Public instruction. (2008).,
School Report Card. Johnston County Public Schools
‘Thsting and Accountability. Raleigh, NC: North Carolina
Public Schools.
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Involve children in as many activities as possible. Take
them to restaurants where they can speak the target
language. Field trips, 1)0th virtual and real, are excellent
learning tools. F-lands-on materials are a ncCeSsit)5

•

Share your successes, It is important to involve as many
parents and community stakeholdcrs as possible. ‘The
school holds Hispanic/I.atino nights each quarter, many
at the grand auditorium in downtown Clayton, at which
participants in the daily Spanish program perform. Chil
dren display and describe their projects to all the attend
ees. Native speaker parents share their ravoritr’ covered
dish foods and artifacts from their culture. Discussion
centers on issues such as community resources, loc5
and policies of the school and opportunities for involve—
ment. The school’s after school care program counselors
provides childeare.

•

And finally, celebrate! Children love learning and cel
ebrating their accomplishments motivates them to want
to learn more. The strategic use of second language sw
dents as “interpreters” at assemblies is a welcomed way to
celebrate and validate the students’ learning.
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his article will offer some strategies to
foreign language teachers of Spanish
who are uncertain about having heritage
language learners in their classrooms.
Many foreign language teachers are unpre
pared to teach heritage language learners.
This often leads to problems for both the
teacher and the heritage language learner.
As schools become more and more diverse
teacher preparative institutions might do
more to assist foreign language teachers
who undoubtedly have heritage language
learners in their classrooms since there are
small numbers of heritage language learners
in the foreign language classrooms now in
many schools across the country. A number
of strategies are available to assist foreign
language teachers in order to engage mixed
groups of students in meaningful learning.

T

example the dominant language is English in the U.S. Therefore
because Spanish in the U.S. is in constant contact with English it
will evolve and change because of the close contact with English.
HLLs’ instructional needs are often at odds with the needs of FL
students.

This challenges FT. teachers who have little to no experience
with HLLs to adapt their teaching methodologies to accommo
date both HLLs and FL learners. Teachers faced with such chal
lenges must find a way to bridge the gap between HLLs and FL
learners in the classroom. One way to starr would he to tinderstand how the needs of HLLs differ from those of FL learners by
taking mto consideration several issues relating to hilinguals and
bilingualism. The present inquiry w ill address Spanish FILl s and
Fl. learners of Spanish.
--

—-—

Introduction
Many colleges and universities have a specified curric
ulum for pre-service teachers who want to teach a foreign
language (FL). The coursework Focuses on second lan
guage methodology, second language acquisition theory,
assessments, field experience, student teaching, multicul
tural education, and to some degree, working with learners with
diverse needs. This training for pre-service teachers provides them
with a batiiidation for teaching a FL, such as Spanish. However,
methods courses oftentimes do not address the issue of heritage
language learners l ILLs) in the FL classroom. State school sys

tems are now or soon will be facing the issue of how to p
1 and
instruct HLLs in FL classrooms. \‘aldés et al. 2fl)$ state that
very few programs prepare instructors to teach HLLs: as a result
“these instructors frequently have little understanding of bilin
gualism and bilingual individuals, contact varieties of language,
and factors influencing the retention or abandonment of heritage
languages (p. 5). HLLs bring various dialects with them into the
classroom other than standard Spanish. The dominant language
in any country has created changes to the minority language, for
,

“
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Heritage Language Learners
HLLs are on a continuum abilities in reading, writing, sPeak
ing and listening vary front person to person. Blake and Zyzik
(2003) maintain:
Spanish heritage speakers are far fron forming a homo
geneous grouping with respect to their language abili
ties. They obviously share certain linguistic and cultural
characteristics wit?3 monolingual Spanish speakers, but
there also exist significant dtfi’rences, depending on tI.te
individuals’ present and past opportunities to use Span ish
in their daily lives. (p. 520).
I here are complete bilinguals who have full command of both
English and Spanish. There arc receptive bilmguals who are Eng
lish dominant but understand almost all spoken Spanish; howev

(c
anish Heritage Language
;üage C1sroom
cr, the speaking skills in Spanish of receptive bilinguals are limit
ed. There are bilinguals who have unequal levels of proficiency in
English and Spanish. Having received their education in English,
they possess some literacy skills in Spanish (Peyton, Lewelling
& Winke, 2001). Teachers must also take into account regional
varieties and registers of Spanish that HLLs use when evaluating
theii- language skills. ‘ilsis variability creates a number ofchalleng—
as to where to place HLLs who enroll in Spanish as a FL class.

Attitudes towards Placement of Spanish Heri
tage Learners
At the elementary grades the model

for

foreign language in

is often a Foreign Language in the Elementary Schools
A struction
FLES) program in which the foreign language teacher comes into

the classroom to teach language class. In this situation all students
in a given classroom receive instruction at the same time, often in
short class periods. Heritage learners and second language learners
are together and because of the way [oreign languages are taught
in these Fl ,ES classes this joint placement is often problematic.
This “one size fits all” placement may continue into the middle
school where. frequently, expediency in scheduling dictates that
schools place HLLs in a grade level language class regardless ofap
propriatcness. In other schools teachers arid guidance counselors
can use discretion to place students hut even then placements arc
not always optimal and HLLs may he in classes where their skill
sets do not align with those of the second language learners. In
consistency’ in placements suggests that there is no one right way
to approach H Lis and that no one way will meet all the needs
of such a diverse group of learners. ‘The uncertainty of where and
how to place HLLs can make insiluL Lion diIcult for FL teach
ers who already have learners with diverse learning styles in their
classrooms. ‘lhcreforc, this places a burden on FL teachers who,
as previously stated, know little about bilinguals and bilingual
ism. Teachers and counselors frequently place Spanish HLI.s ac
cording to their grammatical knowledge and according to their
use oI”srandard” Spanish. Many’ FL teachers are confronted with
diverse varieties of Spanish that their H LLs may bring into their
classrooms and may consider these difrent varieties ul Spanish
as grammatically incorrect. The result is that these negative atti
tudes towards diverse varieties of Spanish may possibly afTct how
teachers correct their F-ILLs’ Spanish. lk)towski (2002 maintains,
Instructors may not he aware of the messages they arc sending
when they correct heritage Spanish-speaking students’ language”
(p. 39). hachcrs who mean well by acknowledging only the stan—

dard variety might he unconsciously reinforcing to rhe HLL that
the language they speak is substandard. In addition, I-ILLs also
foe challenges with their language variety. The US Spanish vari
ety has borrowed many words from English i.e. “lonchi” lumicli
for zlmuerzo, “trued’ (truck) for camio7l etc. English surrounds
native Spanish speakers in the U.S. SO that it is natural to borrow
hnglisls words and incorporate these words into any one of the
IJS. Spanish varieties i.e. southwestern variety, Newyoriean Span
ish (New York Spanish) etc.

Native Spanish speakers’ attitudes toward HI
varieties
N documents the negative comments HLI.s re
Potowski 2002
ceive about their Spanish from their own communities, It is not
uncommon to hear H LLs classify their Spanish as “had”, “poe/to’,
etc. Negative comments from their own communities and fami
lies reinforces HLLs beliefs that their Spanish is substandard.
According to Potowski some 1—ILLs have internalized negarive

on comments within their own
37). It is important for FL teachers to recognize
that I I LLs have language anxiety and should not he considered
walking dictionaries and grammar rehnenccs to assist their FL
classmates. It is also important for H teachers to understand that
HLLs arc also learners and they have their own linguistics needs
that should be addressed just as any other FL student needS arc
addressed. The FL teacher must bridge the gap between the needs
of the FL student and the HLL in one classroom. Ihcru are ways
for FL teachers to make learning mneanimigful for both the FL and
language judgments based
niunities (p.

HLL learners.
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HLLs demonstrate the differences between formal and
informal language. ‘This will bring the language so much
more alive to students than if they have
just
read
about this concept in their texts.

Suggestions for FL Teachers
•

•

•

•

Find ways to learn about bilingualism and bilinguals.
This svill be the first step to understanding the needs
of HLLs. The Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL)
http://www.cal.org/ is a rich resource for learning about
HLLs. Heritage Languages in America wwwcal.org/
heritage/ is another resource and is sponsored by CAL.
There is also the National Heritage Language Resource
Center www.internationaI.uela.edu/languages/nhlrc/.
These organizations are all resources that can assist FL
teachers learn more about heritage languages.
HLLs bring unique insights into the target language
culture. Highlighting them is one way to validate what
HLLs do know rather than focusing on what they don’t
know.
Be empathetic to the language varieties HLLs bring with
them into the classroom. Exposing FL learners to other
language varieties helps them understand that there is no
“standard” variety. Political reasoning often dictates why
one variety is considered to he better than othervarieties.
For example, in the uS, the midwestern dialect is used
oii national news networks and also by telephone op
crators. You will not hear southern, northern, or western
dialects on national networks i.e. ABC, NBC, and CBS.
Putting students in mixed groups-and setting up peer tu
toring are other ways to play to each group’s strengths.

Conclusion
As more and more HLLs enter the public P-I 2 system, FL
teachers svill need to better understand how to teach this segment
of the population. ‘Ihere are strategies FL teachers can use to assist
HLLs and FL learners and serve the needs of both groups. Teach
er preparative institutions might also begin to provide teacher
candidates with strategies that will assist them understand the
needs of HLLs and give them approaches to provide instruction
for mixed groups of students. FL teachers who are informed and

prepared to understand H LLs can provide meaningful learning
for HLLs as well as FL students.
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Raising a Heritage Speaker:
A Personal Perspective
Maria MartInez, San Francisco Unified School District

W7ze,z nu
0 daugizte’c 9(j’ra wa to sta’rt kindegcz’rten. 2 wanted to find an imnze’r3ion
3c/zoo/ fit /ze’r to continue with the laizguczge that had been he’r fi’r.t. and the language
that 2 t’reczu’red and had u.ecl to communicate with hze’rfo’rfivegea’r. ‘LInfi’rtunate4f. the
3c/zool3 in owr a’rea did not offer aius I netsionp’rog’ram. CWeII, 2 thougizt. 2 wIll teach
fittle did
avegeat6 ofex,oe’rieizce. 0
4
he’r eve’rgt/zing. 2 am a ‘4 ldanguage teczc/ze’r and l
2 know that nzixi,zg thejo6 ofpa’reizt and teacize’r wa.goiizg to be challenging.
ooke 6pan&z and that did not change
1
(i’ra had unde’rtood when 2 3
cf’rom in/zncg 9
wizen size enteteclchool; the prob/em wa now toget /ze’r to wzbwe’r in j5panih. fcou’r3e.
Engtih, the mote ‘reluctant ihe wa to make the ef
the mo’re time 3he tpent at 3c/zool in 0
fi’rt to oeak 8panLh with me.
Jhe ‘reading pa’rt wa eaie’r. (,Eve’rg dcjy. 2 would ‘read he’r a few book in paIzi3h that
6he enjoged. cfloweve’r, in the fi’c.t and econdg’rade when 2 tried to teach he’c how to ‘read
in pafLi3h. he ‘rebelled. j5’paizibh i3 ,oizonetic and ea.ier to ‘read than ,Engli3h i. but she
in.Lted that /te could not ‘read in 6pani6iz.
2t wa not until ftfihi girade that 2 hea’cd /ze’r ‘read a book in ,oe’rfect 6oaaLIz. ,8ut bg
then, 2 ‘realized that the book at he’r ‘reading level did not have to’ries and t/zeme. that
would inte’re3t 5thg’rade’r.. 9ut like the imme’r3ion 6tudent whom 2 had taught, 6he had
a 2ndg’rade ‘reading level in panLh. but wa. bo’red with the ub4ect3 ,o’re.ented to eLght
gea’r o/dt. o, 2 ‘react to’rie3 in 6’panL3/z that would inte’re3t %‘ra while he tLteized.
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%‘ca 3ta’rtecl /e’r ‘7o’rmal” lea’uzhzg of pcuzi3h a3 a 3econcl language that
n the tçpical high 3c/zool 8pani3/L cla33, 3/Le wa3 te3tecl on the
13 ‘cea/4 he’r fitt language. 2
mechanic3 ofg’ramma’r that 3he knew how to use, but could not name. ehe wa3 flru3t’rated
aizcl 2 wa3 afraid 3he wouldgive up on he’r 6,ocuii3h. fachi4, 3he adapted to the naming of
vetb3, ten3e3, and othe’r pa’ct3 of 3peech. The t’raditionalg’ramma’c in.t’ruction bent 9(Jta to
it3 will, but it did not meet het ‘real ,zeed3.
afre3/Lma!z,

.A1ow in her 3ophomo’cegea’r %‘ca 13 taking advanced placement claie3. j/ze 13 ttill tea’rn
ing li3t3 of wo’rd3 and lot3 ofg’rammat in i3olatioa. 6’ke 13 /zappg to 3tudg towa’rd3 au exam
that wit/give /ze’r college c’redit3 if3kepa33e3 it, but 3/ze i not eI,zoging it. 1
11t home, finallt.
we have ‘reconnected in 6pauzi3h ove’r the hontewo’rh; howeve’r, 2 have a d’ream that one dag
ou’c connection will be mo’re about t/zeog of u3ing the language and di3c’u33ing 6pan13/z lit
e’ratwce: ‘reciting toget/ze’r the pOem3 of fede’rico a’rcIa o’rca, exp’re33ing the depth and
‘richne33 that out a language a3edfo’rptea3a’re can give.

Maria N lartinea is a World language Content Specialist and the Spanish \XInrld Language Coordinator for the San Francisco
Unified School L)istriet (SFUSl) .he holds a Bachelor ot Arts in Elementary Idsication and a Masters o Arts in Foreign Lan
guage Instruction. She has taupht Spanish for 13 years in elementary and I 1mph School nnmncrsinn, hilingual, World Language
programs in San Francisco, Omland and Spain. laria is now working on the K I 2 Span li Inunersion Progr.m iii articulation
proect and helping to develop th Middle School Spanish Immersion corriimlimmis tor the SFUSI).
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